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Cautionary notes and precautions
TORBAL Precision scale is a sensitive and a delicate instrument. Always
handle your scale with care.
The correct location and proper environment
makes an important contribution to the
accuracy of the weighing results of TORBAL
precision scales.
The optimum location for your scale:
- Stable, vibration-free base as horizontal as
possible
- Away from direct sunlight
- Not exposed to high temperature variations
- Away from direct drafts
The best location is on a stable bench away
from direct drafts, doors, windows, radiators
and air conditioner vents.

CAUTION:

!

- The scale may only be used indoors.
- Do not operate the scale in hazardous areas or conditions.
- Do not use the scale in locations subject to high humidity or
dust levels.
- Do not connect cables in ways other than those mentioned
in this manual.
- Be sure to set the scale on a firm, stable, horizontal
surface.
- Never stand on or lean on this product. Equipment may fall
or collapse, causing breakage and possible injury.
- Before moving the product, unplug it and unplug all cables
connected to it.
- When storing, transporting or returning the scale for
service, always use the original packaging.

WARNING:

!

- Never attempt to repair, disassemble or modify the scale
yourself. Tampering with the scale may result in injury and
cause more damage to the equipment.
- Be sure to use the specified power source.
- Do not allow foreign matter to fall into the scale.
- If water or other liquid spills into the scale, do not continue
to use it. Unplug the power cord immediately and contact
technical support.
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Specifications:
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Parts Description:

Front View

Rear View

Scanner Stand

Scanner

Pan Base

Pan

Scanner Cable

RJ Connector
(Plugs into
the scanner)

Rs232
(Plugs into
the scale)

AC Adaptor

RS232 Serial Port

Adjustable Legs
2

Seal Screws

Calibration Switch

AC Adaptor socket

Level Indicator
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Keys and display indicators
Center of zero

NET result indicator

Stabilization indicator

Total and sum

Used Capacity Indicator

Tare button used to tare the weighing pan and to enter or accept
commands.
Function button used to swap between the weighing and counting
modes.

C

Clear and Cancel key - Used to cancel compounding and counting
operations.
Power On/Off button - when turned "Off", the scale enters the
standby mode. **
Scale stabilization indicator - signals the weighing result has
stabilized and an accurate reading may be taken.
Indicates the Auto Zeroing Setting Mechanism (AZSM) is active.
AZSM automatically maintains a "center of zero" condition within
+/- .6d (6mg)
Dotted line on the display - indicates the T or
pressed and the scale is taring or re-zeroing.

buttons have been

Weighing unit, in grams
SUM key used to verify the total recipe weight in the compounding
function.
Print button, used to print or send data to a PC.
Zero button, used to re-zero the scale.
NOTE:
*To enter the calibration mode, the rear calibration switch must be toggled to the "ON" position.
**For the scale to enter and remain in the standby mode, the power supply must be plugged into
the scale.
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Commands
When the P button is pressed, "PRINT" indicates data is
printing via the Serial port.
Indicates the rear calibration switch has been toggled to
the "ON" position and the scale is in the calibration mode.*
Indicates the scale is taring for the calibration procedure
to begin.*
Indicates to load the calibration weight of 300 grams on
the pan in order to begin calibration.*
The scale is calibrating.*
Calibration procedure is finished.*
Indicates the scale is in the counting mode.
Indicates NDC verification is disabled. **
Indicates NDC verification is enabled. **
Indicates to place a container on the pan and tare it by
pressing the T key. **
The scale failed to find a match between NDC codes in the
NDC Verification feature. **
Indicates to begin filling the prescription in order for the
count to begin. **
Indicates the counting operation is finished; to start a new
count, press the C key. **
Indicates to scan the NDC code. **
Indicates SUM is not available. There are no ingredients
entered into the scale's memory.
NOTE:
*These commands apply to the calibration mode only.
**These commands apply to the counting mode only.
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Getting Started
1. Carefully remove the scale, pan,
scanner, and all of its components out
of the packaging and place them on a
stable base where the scale will not be
affected by any mechanical vibrations
or air movements.

2. After removing the pan base and the pan from their packaging, carefully
install the pan base onto the scale by placing it on the pan support located
in the middle of the scale. Once the pan base has been installed, carefully
place the pan on the base as shown below.

3. Connect the scanner to the scale by plugging in the RJ connector to the
scanner and the RS232 connector to the scale. The RS232 port is
located in the rear of the scale. Using a small flat-head screwdriver,
tighten the connector screw to secure the cable and prevent it from
unintentional unplugging.
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4. Once the pan and scanner have been installed, level the scale by adjusting
the rear feet until the level indicator shows the "air bubble" is in the center
position of the sight glass. The level indicator is located in the rear left side
of the scale.
Level Indicator Sight Glass:
Air Bubble

Incorrect

Correct

5. After leveling the scale, plug in the AC adaptor to the AC adaptor socket
located in the rear of the scale.
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6. When the AC adaptor is plugged into the wall outlet, the scale will turn
"ON" automatically, go through its initiation process, and enter weighing
mode.
To put the scale into standby mode, leave the AC adaptor plugged into both
the scale and the wall outlet and press the Power "OFF" button ( ). The
"OFF" indicator will light up in the upper left corner of the display signaling
the scale is in standby mode, i.e.:

Display in Standby
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Weighing
1. To begin weighing, press the power button ( ) to turn the scale ON. The
scale will go through its initialization procedure and automatically enter
Weighing Mode. The scale is ready to begin weighing as soon as the
stabilization ( ) and center of zero (
) indicators appear on the display,
i.e.:

Display in Weighing
mode
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2. When weighing, always place the mass in the middle of the pan. The
weighed result may be taken when the stabilization indicator appears on
the display, i.e.:

Display indicating an
accurate 4g result
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Zeroing the scale
1. The DRX-4C is armed with AZSM, the "Auto Zero Setting Mechanism."
AZSM automatically maintains a "center of zero" condition within +/- .6d
or 6mg
2. The scale may be re-zeroed manually to obtain a new "center of zero." To
re-zero the scale manually with a weight that is out of the AZSM range,
make sure the weight and the stabilization indicator are shown on the
display, i.e.:

3. Re-zero the scale by pressing the zero button.
4. The display will show a dotted line, which indicates the scale has begun
the re-zeroing process, i.e.:
WARNING: Do not touch or move the scale during the
re-zeroing process.

Display in the
re-zeroing process
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5. When finished re-zeroing, the scale will return to Weighing Mode and the
display will indicate 0. A new center of zero has been set, and the scale is
ready for weighing.

Display in the
Weighing Mode
after it has been
re-zeroed

Note: Re-zeroing the scale will reduce the capacity of the scale by the rezeroed weight. The remaining capacity is displayed as a percentage on the
right side of the display.
C H A P T E R 8

Taring
1. If a container is used for weighing, it may be tared. When taring the
container, the scale subtracts the weight of the container from the gross
weight to obtain the net weight.
2.

To tare the weighing container, place it in the middle of the pan. The
container’s weight will be shown on the display, i.e.:

Display indicating
the weight of the
container
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3. Once the stabilization indicator appears on the display, the container is
ready to be tared. To tare the container, press the "T" button. The display
will show a dotted line which indicates the scale has begun the taring
process, i.e.:
WARNING: Do not touch or move the scale during the taring process.

Display in the taring
process

4. When finished taring, the balance will return to Weighing Mode. The
display will indicate 0, and the NET indicator will be shown on the display
signaling the next weight taken is a NET result.

Display after the
scale has been
tared

Note: Taring and re-zeroing are two completely separate functions. Once
the scale has been tared, it may not be re-zeroed until the tare is cleared.
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Clearing the Tare
1. To clear the tare, remove the tared object along with the NET weight from
the pan. The scale will then display a negative NET tare result.

Display indicating a
negative tare result

2. To clear the tare, press the T button.

3. The display will show dashed lines indicating the tare is clearing.

Display in the tare
clearing process

4. When finished clearing the tare, the scale will return to Weighing Mode.

Display in Weighing
Mode after the tare
has been cleared
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Compounding (Recipe Making)
The DRX-4C is an excellent tool for compounding and recipe making. The
compounding feature will help you in adding up all of your ingredients as well
as printing the details of your recipe. To compound, follow the steps below.
1. Place the container for your recipe in
the center of the pan.

2. Tare the container by pressing the T key.
(For more on taring, please turn to Chapter 8 of this manual.)

3. Once the first tare has been taken, the scale will automatically activate the
summing function which will help you in adding all of the ingredients. The
display will show SUM to indicate this function is activated.

Display indicating
SUM has been
activated

4. Place the first ingredient in the container and wait until the weight is
stable. i.e.

Display showing the
first ingredient
to be 3g.
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5. Press the T key to prepare the scale for the next ingredient. The weight of
the ingredient will be tared and stored in the scale's internal memory.

6. The scale will read zero indicating it is ready to receive the next ingredient.

7. Place the second ingredient in the container and wait until the weight has
stabilized.

Display showing the
second ingredient
to be 4g

8. To add up and check the total weight of the ingredients at any time, press
the sum button ( ). The TOTAL weight of the ingredients in the container
will appear on the display for approximately 5 seconds. To continue
compounding, simply wait until the total weight disappears from the
display and press the T button to enter the next ingredient.

Display showing
total compound
to be 7g
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9. These steps may be repeated until the scale reaches its full capacity.
10. To stop compounding and freeze the total compounded weight on the
display, press the sum button ( ) twice.

Note: In order to print the detail of the recipe, perform the printing
operation before freezing the display with the total compound weight. The
detail will not print once the display locks the total compound weight. For
more on printing, please turn to chapter 11 of this manual.
11. To clear the compounding process, clear the pan and press the C button.

C H A P T E R 1 1

Printing the Recipe
1. To print a recipe at any time during the compounding process, simply
press the P button. The display will read PRINT indicating that printing is in
process.
Display indicating
command PRINT

2. The printer will print the date, time and weight of the ingredients you have
entered, and their total weight. If more ingredients are added once the
print has finished, press P once more to reprint.
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Pill Counting
Counting prescription drugs for the first time.
If this is the first time a particular drug is counted, and it
has not been previously stored in the scale's database,
follow the steps below. If the drug has been previously
counted please turn to Chapter 13 of this manual.
1. To enter the counting mode, simply
press the F button.

2. The display will read NDC and “pcs” will appear to indicate the scale is
ready for counting.

3. The scale will then ask you to place a
container on the pan and tare it:
“CONT ON THEN PRESS T” will appear
sequentially approximately every 2
seconds.
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4. To tare the container, press the “T”
button.

5. Once the scale has finished taring, “Scan” will appear on the display
indicating you should scan the NDC code associated with the drug.

Note: If NDC Verification has been enabled, two NDC codes must be
scanned to allow the scale to check whether there is a match
between the two codes.For more information on
NDC verification please turn to Chapter 14 of this manual.

6. Scan the NDC code by
slowly placing it under
the scanner light.
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7. The scale will then ask to select a
sample size. Because the minimum
sample size is 10 pieces, the scale
automatically selects “SPL-10”
which is sample size 10. The
sample may be changed either to
30 pieces or 60 pieces by pressing
the sum button ( ).

8. Once the sample size has been selected, press the T button to confirm the
sample size selection. The display will read SAPL On, indicating you should
place the sample of 10 pieces on the pan (if SPL-10 is selected).

9. Manually count 10 pills and place them in the container located on the
pan.
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10. The weight of the sample will be displayed as it is placed on the pan.

Display showing the
sample weight of
10 pieces to be 3g

11. Once the weight of the sample
stabilizes and the stable indicator
appears on the display, press the T
button to confirm and accept the
sample weight.

Note: Minimum individual piece weight allowed is 30mg (3e). With a
sample size of 10 pieces, the sample weight must be equal to
or greater than 300mg (30e). Attempting to set a sample size
of 10 pieces with a total sample weight which is lower than
300mg (30e) will result in a Sample Low error (SAPL-LO)

12. The scale will store the sample
weight in the internal memory
and the display will indicate to
begin filling. The word FILL will
flash on the display for
approximately 5 seconds. At
anytime during the FILL
command, begin to fill the
remainder of the pieces.
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Note: If filling does not begin while the command “Fill” is displayed, after
approximately 5 seconds the scale will display 10 pcs
and will begin waiting for the count to begin.
13. The display will now begin to indicate
the number of pieces placed in the
container. Stop filling when the
desired count has been reached.

14. Once an accurate piece count has been taken, the container and its
contents may be removed from the scale. After removal of the container
with the counted pieces, the scale will indicate the count is finished and
that a new count may be initialized by pressing the “C” key. The command “ - - -, COUNT FINISH, TO START COUNT PRESS C” will appear on the display
sequentially.
Important: If more pieces have been placed into the container than
actually desired, you may use tweezers, a pharmacy spoon, or a similar
instrument to remove the excess while the container is still on the scale's
pan. You also may remove the container from the pan, dispense out the
excess pieces, and place it back on the pan to recheck the count. This may
be performed while the command “- - - - , COUNT, FINISH, TO START
COUNT PRESS C” is displayed, but before pressing the C key. Once the C
key is pressed the counting operation will reset and a new counting
transaction may begin.

Note: Steps listed in this chapter must be performed only if the drug is
counted for the first time and its sample weight is not stored
in the scale's internal memory.
19
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Pill Counting
Counting prescription drugs which have been
previously stored in the scale's database.
If a particular drug has been previously counted on the
scale, and it has been stored in the scale's database,
follow the steps below. If the drug has not been
previously counted please turn to Chapter
12 of this manual.
1. To enter the counting mode, simply
press the F button.

2. The display will read NDC and “pcs” will appear to indicate the scale is
ready for counting.

3. The scale will then ask you to place a
container on the pan and tare it:
“CONT ON THEN PRESS T” will appear
sequentially approximately every 2
seconds.
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4. To tare the container, press the “T” button.

5. Once the scale has finished taring, “Scan” will appear on the display
indicating you should scan the NDC code associated with the drug.

Note: If NDC Verification has been enabled, two NDC codes must be
scanned to allow the scale to check whether there is a match
between the two codes. For more information on
NDC verification please turn to Chapter 14 of this manual.
6. Scan the NDC code by placing it slowly under
the scanner light.

7. The display will then indicate to begin filling.
The word FILL will flash on the display for
approximately 5 seconds. At any time during
the FILL command, begin to fill the
remainder of the pieces.
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Note: If filling does not begin while the command “Fill” is displayed, after
approximately 5 seconds the scale will display 0 pcs
And will begin waiting for the count to begin.
8.The display will now begin to indicate the
number of pieces placed in the container.

9.Once an accurate piece count has been taken, the container and its
contents may be removed from the scale. After removal of the container
with the counted pieces, the scale will indicate the count is finished and
that a new count may be initialized by pressing the “C” key. The command “ - - -, COUNT FINISH, TO START COUNT PRESS C” will appear on the display
sequentially.

Important: If more pieces have been placed into the container than
actually desired, you may use tweezers, a pharmacy spoon, or a similar
instrument to remove the excess while the container is still on the scale's
pan. You also may remove the container from the pan, dispense out the
excess pieces, and place it back on the pan to recheck the count. This may
be performed while the command “- - - - , COUNT, FINISH, TO START
COUNT PRESS C” is displayed, but before pressing the C key. Once the C
key is pressed the counting operation will reset and a new counting
transaction may begin.

Note: Steps listed in this chapter may be performed only if the drug has
been previously counted on the scale and it has been stored
In the scale's database
22
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NDC Verification*
*Note: When using the scale independent of your Rx PC software, the verification
feature may be performed only if a 10- or 11-digit NDC barcode is printed on the
Rx label in a format compatible with the scanner. Please contact customer
Service to learn if the scale can be customized to verify against the other
codes that may be printed by your Rx software, such as the transaction
(Tx#) or the prescription number (Rx#).

The counting feature may be used with NDC verification, which allows you to
compare two NDC codes and check for a match. Usually an Rx label bar code
is compared to the stock bottle bar code.
The DRX-4C is pre-set with the NDC verification function disabled. To enable
NDC verification, follow the steps below.
1. Enter the counting mode by pressing the F button.
2.

The display will read NDC and “pcs” will appear to indicate the scale is
ready for counting.

3.

Before proceeding with the counting procedure, simply scan the bar code
below.

4.

Once the bar code has been scanned, the display will read NDC-1 to
indicate the verification feature has been enabled. To disable the feature
simply scan the above barcode again.

Note: Once NDC Verification has been enabled, anytime performing the counting
operation two NDC codes must be scanned to allow the scale to check whether
there is a match between the two codes.
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5.Once the first step of the counting operation has been completed and the
scale has tared the counting container, “Scan 1” will appear on the display
indicating you should scan the first NDC code associated with the drug
(usually the supply bottle.)

6.Scan the first NDC code by placing it slowly under the scanner light.
7.The scale will then ask you to scan the second code. Scan-2 will appear on
the display.

8.Scan the second code by placing it under the scanner light. Once the code
has been scanned, the scale will check whether there is a match between
the two codes. If the match is wrong, the word FAIL will appear on the
display and the procedure must start over.

9.If the verification is successful, the scale will search its database to check
if the drug has been previously stored in its memory and you will be allowed
to continue with the counting operation.

For more on pill counting please turn to chapters #12 and #13 of this
manual.
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Printing a pill count receipt
1. To print a pill count receipt, simply press the P button. The display will read
PRINT indicating printing is in process.

Display indicating
command PRINT

2. The printer will print the date, time, NDC code of the counted drug,
average pill weight, and total count. If the drug is counted or printed for the
first time, the printer will also print NEW SAMPLE.
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Maintaining and modifying
the database
In order to assure the highest long-term counting accuracy, it is strongly
recommended the database be periodically updated as drugs may be
reformulated, modified and released under new production lot numbers.
Note: Handbook 44 Sect 2.20 UR.3.12 Correct Stored Piece Weight
states “For prescription scales with a counting feature, the
user is responsible for maintaining the correct stored piece weight.
This is especially critical when a medicine has been reformulated
or comes from different lots.” Manufacturers do not supply piece
weight information for pills. For these reasons, a factory-stored
database is not furnished with the unit, and it is strongly
recommended that the pharmacist builds and updates the
database as new supply bottles are used.
To modify a previously stored sample piece weight or sample size, follow the
directions below:
1. Enter the counting feature by pressing the F key.
2. The scale will then ask you to place a container on the pan and tare it:
“CONT ON THEN PRESS T” will appear sequentially approximately every 2
seconds.
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3. Once the scale has finished taring, “SCAN” will appear on the display
indicating you should scan the NDC code associated with the drug.

Note: If the verification feature is enabled, both the supply bottle NDC code
and the dispensing bottle NDC codes must be scanned to check for a
match. For more on the verification feature, please turn
to chapter 14 of this manual.
4. Once the code has been scanned, the word FILL will begin to flash on the
display for approximately 5 seconds. At any time during the FILL
command, press the sigma key ( ) to acknowledge you wish to modify the
data associated with the drug.

5. When the sigma key ( ) is pressed, the scale will allow the sample size and
sample weight to be adjusted. The scale will ask to select a new sample
size. Because the minimum sample size is 10 pieces, the scale
automatically selects “SPL-10” which is sample size 10. The sample may
be changed either to 30 pieces or 60 pieces by pressing the sigma key ( ).
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6. Once the new sample size has been selected, press the T button to
confirm the new sample size selection. The display will now read SAPL On,
indicating you should to place a new sample of 10 pieces on the pan (if SPL10 is selected).

Note: Minimum individual piece weight allowed is 30mg (3e). With a
sample size of 10 pieces the sample weight must be equal to
or greater than 300mg (30e). Attempting to set a sample
size of 10 pieces with a total sample weight which is lower
than 300mg (30e) will result in a Sample Low error (SAPL-LO)
7. The weight of the new sample will be displayed as it is placed on the pan.
8. Once the weight of the new sample stabilizes and the stable indicator
appears on the display, press the T button to confirm and accept the new
sample weight.
9. The scale will now store the new sample weight and sample size in the
23
internal memory. The display will indicate you should begin filling, and the
counting transaction may be continued based on the new sample size and
sample weight.

Note: For more on the counting feature, please turn to Chapters 12 and
13 of this manual.
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Calibration
Calibration of the DRX-4C should be performed with a single, accurate 300g
weight. To calibrate the scale, follow the directions below:
1. Once the scale has its power ON and is in Weighing Mode, use a flathead
screwdriver to gently remove the Calibration Seal Screw located in the
rear of the scale.

2. Once the screw has been removed and the calibration switch exposed,
use a pen or another pointing device to toggle the calibration switch to the
right (which is the ON position.)

3. Upon toggling of the calibration switch, the balance will go into Calibration
Mode. For approximately five (5) seconds the display will read CAL,
indicating the scale is in Calibration Mode.

Display in
Calibration Mode
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4. The scale will then automatically begin its taring procedure, and the word
“Taring” will appear on the display.

Display while taring
in Calibration Mode

WARNING: Do not touch or move the scale during the
taring process.

5. Once the scale has finished taring, the display will read “Load, 300g” which
indicates a single 300-gram calibration weight should be loaded. “Load,
300g” appears sequentially every two (2) seconds.

Display indicates to
“Load, 300g”
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6. Anytime during the “Load, 300g”
message, place a single 300-gram
weight in the center of the weighing pan.

7. When the 300g weight is placed on the pan, the scale will automatically
begin the calibration process. The display will read “C” which means the
scale is calibrating. Because calibration is a very sensitive process, make
sure the scale is not exposed to any air movements or vibrations.

Display in the
calibration process

WARNING: Do not touch or move the scale during the
calibration process.
8. Calibration can last anywhere from 15 to 30 seconds. When it is finished,
the display will read CAL Fin.

Display indicating
the calibration
process is finished

9. Once CAL Fin is displayed, the calibration weight can be removed from the
pan. The rear calibration switch should be toggled back to the left (which
is the OFF position.)
10. Toggling the Calibration switch to the OFF position will return the scale to
Weighing Mode. The calibration screw should then be screwed back into
its original position.
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Sealing the DRX-4C
Depending on individual state law, the calibration feature of the scale may be
required to be sealed by an NIST/NTEP official. To seal the calibration
feature, follow the instructions below.
The DRX-4C can be sealed in two ways by using either a paper seal or a wire
seal.

Paper Seal:
1. To seal the DRX-4C using a
paper seal or a sticker, use a
flathead screwdriver to gently
remove the calibration wire
seal screw located in the rear
of the scale.

2. Once the wire seal screw has
been removed and the
calibration switch exposed,
gently insert the flush sealing
screw provided with the scale
in the place of the wire seal
screw.

WARNING: Do not attempt to screw the flush sealing screw all the
way in. Stop when the screw is flush with the casing of the scale.
3. Once the flush sealing screw is
in place, the paper seal can be
simply placed over the opening
as shown in the picture below.
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Wire Seal:
1. To seal the scale using a wire
seal, insert the wire into the
opening of the calibration
screws located in the rear of
the scale.

2. The seal may then be placed
over the wires. Do not attempt
to remove the calibration
screw as it will rip the wire and
break the seal.
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Setting the Time and Date
1. Turn the scale on by pressing the power key ( ). The scale will then begin
its initialization procedure. The display will indicate C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5,
and C-6. During the last initialization segment the display will indicate the
software version of the scale: DRX-4C-2. While the software version is
displayed, press the “P” key to enter the time and date settings.

2. The scale will then display commands Set-t-0, and Set-t-1 appearing
sequentially approximately every 2 seconds. To change the date and time,
press the “T” key while command Set-t-1 is displayed. If you want to cancel
the operation, press the T key while Set-t-0 is displayed.

3. Upon pressing the T key while Set-t-1 is displayed, the scale will allow you to
change the time.
4. The current time setting will be displayed.
Display indicating the current
time is 1:29 p.m.
Time: PM
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5. The letter P will be blinking on the display. If your time setting is PM, press
the T key while P is shown on the display. If the time setting is AM, press the
T key while P is not shown on the display.
6. The scale will then allow you to adjust the minutes of a particular time
setting. The last digit of the time will begin to change. Press the T key while
the correct digit is displayed or use the zero key (
) to toggle between
the digits and to make your selection manually. For example if the new time
setting is 2:35 p.m., wait until the last digit changes to a 5 and press the T
key while 5 is displayed.
Note: It is recommended to use the zero key (
) and to manually toggle
between the digits. Using the zero key (
) will speed up the time setting.
The zero key may be used throughout the entire time and date setting.

PM

02 :

35

7. Upon pressing the T key, the first minute digit
will begin to change. Press the T key while the
correct digit is displayed. Using our example, if
the new time setting is 2:35 p.m., wait until
the digit changes to a 3, and press the T key
while 3 is displayed.
8. Upon pressing the T key, the hour digit will
begin to change. In order to adjust the hour
digit, press the T key while the correct hour
digit is displayed. Per our example, if the time
is 2:35 p.m., wait until the digit changes to a
2, and press the T key while 2 is displayed.

PM

2 : 35

PM

2 : 35

9. If this is a 12-hour clock setting, make sure that the first digit is set to 0.
Press the T key while 0 is displayed.

New Time setting: PM

02 : 35
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10. Once the time is set, the scale will display the
current date setting (Month and Day). Press
the T key to begin adjusting the date.
January 5th
(Month) (day)

11. To adjust the day, wait until the last digit
changes to the desired day and press the T
key while the correct day digit is displayed.
For example, if the new setting is February 16
(2/16), wait until the last digit changes to a 6,
and press the T key while 6 is displayed.
12. The scale will then begin to adjust the first digit
of the day. Wait until the desired number is
displayed, and press the T key. Per our
example, in order to set the date of February
16 (2/16), wait until the digit changes to a 1,
and press the T key while 1 is displayed.
13. Now select the desired month. Press the T
key while a number of the desired month is
displayed. Per our example, press the T key
while the number 2 for February is displayed.

14. Once the desired day and month have been
selected, the scale will allow you to adjust the
year setting. The scale will display the current
setting. Press the T key to begin adjusting the
year setting.
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15. To change the year, wait until the last digit
changes to the desired year setting and Press
the T key while a number of the desired year is
displayed. For example, to change the year to
2006, press the T key while the last digit
changes to a 6.

2006

16. The scale will then begin to adjust the first digit of
the year. Per our example, if the year setting is
2006, set the first digit at 0 by pressing the T key
while 0 is displayed.

17. The display will then indicate two dashed lines in
front of the year setting. If your setting is correct,
press the T key to accept and store the date and
time setting in the scale memory.

Note: The Date and Time setting will be remembered in the scale memory
for a period of 90 days, even if the scale is unplugged
from the wall outlet.
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C H A P T E R 2 0

Common Errors
and Troubleshooting
Behind zero. (Negative gross value cannot be displayed).
Re-zero the scale by pressing the zero key.

Taking a tare is not allowed. The scale may be behind the
center of zero or there is no weight to be tared.

Re-zeroing is not allowed. The scale is out of the rezeroing range or an active tare value has been entered.
Make certain the pan is free of any weight and any
existing tare values have been cleared.

Indicates the pan is not properly placed on the pan
support or is not installed.

Indicates the scale exceeded its weighing capacity.

Indicates pan was not free of weight while the scale was
initiating at startup. The weight on the pan was out of the
IZSM (Initial zero setting mechanism) range.

Total sample weight is lower than allowed.

Indicates the scanned barcode is not a compatible 10or 11-digit NDC format and it may contain too many
characters. Confirm the barcode represents a 10- or
11-digit NDC number associated with the drug.
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